A new model of protein adsorption kinetics derived from simultaneous measurement of mass loading and changes in surface energy.
We describe a novel technology based on changes in the resonant frequency of an acoustically actuated surface and use it to measure temporal changes in the surface energy gamma (N m(-1)) of an elastomeric polymer membrane due to the adsorption of macromolecules from aqueous solution. The resonant elastomeric surface-tension (REST) sensor permits simultaneous determination of mass loading kinetics and gamma(t) for a given adsorption process, thereby providing a multivariable data set from which to build and test models of the kinetics of adsorption at solid-liquid interfaces. The technique is used to measure gamma(t) during the adsorption of either sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) or hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) onto an acrylic polymer membrane. The adsorption of SDS is reversible and is characterized by a decrease in gamma over a time period that coincides with that required for the mass loading of the membrane. For the adsorption of HEWL labeled with Alexa Fluor 532 dye, gamma continues to change long after the surface concentration of labeled HEWL, measured by using the elastomeric polymer membrane as an optical waveguide, reaches steady state. Gradual but significant changes in gamma(t) are observed as long as the concentration of protein in the bulk solution, c(b), remains nonzero. HEWL remains adsorbed to the membrane when c(b) = 0, but changes in gamma(t) are not observed under this condition, indicating that the interaction of bound protein molecules with those free in solution contribute to the prolonged change in the surface energy. This observation has been used to define a new model for the kinetics of globular protein adsorption to a solid-liquid interface that includes a mechanism by which the molecules in the bulk can facilitate the desorption of a sorbate molecule or change the energetic states of adsorbed molecules and, thus, the overall surface energy. The model is shown to capture the unique features of protein adsorption kinetics, including the relatively fast mass loading, the much more gradual change in surface energy that does not cease until the protein is removed from the bulk, the rapid desorption of an incubation-time-dependent fraction of bound protein when the protein is removed from the bulk, and the fixing of the residual surface concentration and surface energy at constant values once the removal of reversibly bound protein and free protein is complete.